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THIS BOOK HAS RELEVANT VOCABULARY AND VIDEO AS A VERY GOOD TOOL.

Signing in an of itself is an extremely visual language, no book will ever hold up the testament of

time when it comes to the dialects and emotional ques that ASL holds in place. However, this book

did an extra poor job of depicting even "Level 1" signs, and the side tasks/work book examples were

very poor. Overall I would skip over this one, for a more updated and maybe even just a video guide

for ASL

This is a great book for those taking an ASL course. I wouldn't recommend it to someone who is

trying to learn on their own without Deaf or interpreter /teacher/friend/housemate/tutor to help them

learn. The Signing Naturally series is set up really well as far as how information is laid out. It will be

easy to learn very basic phrases to get started in simple conversation. For the DVD you really must

have someone guiding you along because the dialogue becomes more complex as the series goes

on and you will likely miss much of what is being said without interpretation. I bought this book for

my boyfriend who is new to the Deaf/ASL community and wanted to give him a learning tool to get

started. It was a great beginner book for me and I think *in conjunction* with other materials makes



a great base. There is a LOT of vocabulary, less grammar.

Many good things about this book, but that was spoiled because there was writing ALL OVER every

single page. So, impossible to use the book as a workbook, as intended. The book had been listed

as in very good or like new condition. I thought that it was not represented accurately on the

website. ANd, the price was pretty steep. DVD pretty good if you are prepared for no audio AND no

captions. As they say, you must view it many times. Then, it does really help.

This is an excellent resource for beginners who want to see sign language in action and have

exercises to practice receiving messages. The answers are included. I only have one complaint and

that is that when they show a sign in the book, I wish they'd include the translation near it.

Sometimes I can't quite figure out the meaning of the sign. HAVING THE VIDEO ALONG WITH

THIS BOOK IS A MUST! That's the best part of the package and the book is useless without

watching the video and doing the exercises. :)

I thought this was supposed to come with cd or video. It came with neither.

This book was a big help in my ASL class. It was required, and we used it every day.

The book was great! As the description stated, it was in good condition. There was highlighting on

two or three pages and that was it. However, the description stated it had a DVD. That is why I

bought it -- I needed the DVD. Yet, when the book came it had a VHS tape. I do not have a VCR

that works. So, I spent the extra money for a book I thought had a DVD only to get a tape I cannot

use. I was not happy about that!

This is just what it's supposed to be. Clearly written and illustrated. It's always a problem to deal

with signs that have movement as a part of the sign, but this is better than most.
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